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THE WAITING LIST ROCKET FIGURES FOR WALES

CARDIFF COUNCIL'S HOUSING PROGRAMME FOR 1977/78 HAS BEEN SLASHED IN HALF AS A RESULT
OF THE GOVERNMENT'S PUBLIC SPENDING CUTS. IN THE FORTHCOMING YEAR CONSTRUCTION WILL
START ON ONLY 670 NEW HOUSES ALTHOUGH THE HOUSING WAITING LIST HAS SOARED TO 3,200
AND CONTINUES TO RISE. THIS FIGURE IS, OF COURSE, A GROSS UNDERESTIMATE OF THE REAL
NEED, AS MANY OF THE VICTIMS OF THIS CITY'S THOROUGHLY INADEQUATE HOUSING PROGRAMME
DO NOT EVEN QUALIFY FOR INCLUSION ON THE LIST.

EVEN ASSUMING THAT THE BUILDING TARGET IS ACHIEVED, AND ON CARDIFF'S PAST RECORD
THIS IS VERY UNLIKELY , THE DECISION CONDEMNS MANY THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE TO SEVERAL
MORE YEARS OF MISERY, AT BEST IN SUB-STANDARD OR GROSSLY OVERCROWDED CONDITIONS OR,
AT WORST, EITHER IN BED AND BREAKFAST OR HOSTELS FOR THE HOMELESS. YET AT THE SAME
TIME, THE COUNCIL GOES ON BRICKING UP SOUND PROPERTIES OR PROPERTIES THAT COULD
EASILY BE RENOVATED, LIKE THOSE IN CATHERINE STREET, CATHAYS OR HELEN STREET AND
NORA STREET IN ADAMSDOWN.

THE WHOLESALE DESTRUCTION OF THE CITY'S HOUSING STOCK THAT HAS BEEN CARRIED OUT BY
SUCCESSIVE COUNCILS, BOTH LABOUR AND TORY, IS A MAJOR CRIME AGAINST THE PEOPLE OF
CARDIFF.



Dear friends,

Absurd though it was to close a purpose-built
maternity hospital, your writer in "No Room
at the Hospital" accepts too readily the
assumption by the medical profession that
women need to have their babies in hospital.
If it was made easier for all women who wish,
to have their babies at home, then I believe
that Cardiff's hospital maternity places
would be perfectly adequate for the real
demand on them. Moreover, many healthy women
and babies would be spared the idiocy of
being hospitalised (often for several days)
as well as the inhumanity of a hospital
environment and the damage this can cause to
their relationship. And the money that is at
present being wasted on this "care" could be
used for real health needs.

Although there will obviously always be a
great many confinements which for medical
reasons need to take place in hospital. this
is no argument for having the rest there -
beyond certain limits it is no safer. In
Cardiff between 1965 and 1973 an increase
in the proportion of confinements that took
place in hospital made little or no differ-
ence in perinatal mortality rates; and indeed
South Wales has the highest perinatal

mortality rate of any area in the British
Isles, as well as the largest proportion of
births taking place in hospital -

coincidence?

I was stupid enough to have a baby in the
dashing young Heath Hospital, and the only
stage at which I felt someone was actually
caring either for the baby's or my health
was during the daily visits by a midwife
after we had returned home. This is the
kind of service that ought to be extended.

In peace, ROSEMARY COOPER,
Adamsdown

at 56, Mackintosh Place

or phone Cardiff 22582

WIDOW OFFERED
THREATENED

HOME
After fifteen years, the uncertain future
of Catherine Street ended with confirmation
of a compulsory purchase order which was
eventually made by the Secretary of State
for Wales on 20th February 1975.

Families disappeared, and the windows and
doors of their homes were bricked up.

Mrs. Gladys Asserman, a 69 year old widow,
was one of the last - a resident for 39
years. Her house had been kept in good
repair and was pronounced "fit" - no mean
feat for a Cardiff house since this means
having come up to exacting standards as well
as possessing, for example, an inside toilet
and bathroom - as were many of the houses
in the street.

Mrs. Asserman received a letter indicating
that she would be obliged to take a house
in Cross Street, Maindy.

Many of the houses in Cross Street were empty
or bricked up, and the fate of the street
is still uncertain, since an appeal against
a demolition order on it has not yet been
heard.

Mrs. Asserman asked to have the key of the
house proposed in order to see if it was
suitable - this was at first refused with
the words "But she's supposed to have a
housing problem!" So that's what the
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Housing Department think - anyone unfortunate
enough to have their house taken from them
for "redevelopment" should be prepared to
accept any place they're offered, even if
it is uncler threat of demolition.

Mrs. Asserman refused this "offer" and has
subsequently been rehoused in Llanishen.

It is not yet certain whether the Catherine
Street/Cathays Terrace area will even be
redeveloped into the residential area
proposed, as the cuts take their toll and
developments of this kind of area are
weighed against the new greenfield
developments such as St. Mellons.

Let us hope that bricked-up Catherine Street
will not lead this area to decay as has
happened in areas of Splott. Some of the
thousands of pounds spent on sparkling new
greenfields houses and the Boulevard de
Nantes extension would be better spent on
renovating these elegant late Victorian
houses, many of which are already fit r·or
human habitation.

Mrs. Asserman has a home in Llanishen - but
she was a lot happier living in Cathays.

New home for Women's Aid
Cardiff Women's Aid has now acquired its own
office in a house/shop. They hope to open
this up as an advice and information centre
for all women, though having in mind specif-
ically the needs of battered women, and
possibly also to run a shop there. Offers
of help are welcome.
The group have also recently been offered
a second. larger refuge in Cardiff.
Contact: Cardiff Women's Aid, 2 Coburn St.,
Cathays. Tel.: 23024.
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Fines totalling £300 wer~ imposed on two supporters of Cardiff Housing Action when
they appeared before that well-known Tory, Sir Lincoln Hallinan, at Cardiff Magi-
strates' Court. Bob Dumbleton and Mike Fleetwood had pleaded not guilty to a
charge of criminal damage, although both had admitted painting the slogan "No
Public Money for Property Speculators" on the wall behind Oxford House in The Hayes.
Both contended that their actions did not constitute damage but merely defacement;
not suprisingly, Sir Lincoln disagreed,and each was fined £150 for causing £145
worth of damage.

The slogan referred, of course, to the City Council's decision to give a £3 million
subsidy to the Heron Corporation to help them redevelop part of the City centre. So
much for public spending cuts! The People's Paper fully supports the action of Bob
and Mike in opposing this stupidity and urges readers to contribute to the fund set
up to cover their fines and costs. The target is £400 and donations should be sent
to Cardiff Centreplan Fines Fund, c/o 11 Sneyd Street, Riverside, Cardiff.

FROM BOB'S STATEMENT
TO THE COURT

In November, we learnt that Cardiff Council
is planning to cut its expendlture on houslng
next year by more than 50%. The result of
that will be a devastating and grossly
damaging blow to many thousands of families.
The scramble for a decent place to live for
those on the waiting list, and for the m~ny
homeless who cannot even get on that list,
will be intensified grotesquely.

In the same week we learnt that the City
Council is intending to reverse its previous
policy and now put another £3 million int~
a totally speculative shopping development
in the town centre. The Council intends to
scrape together some £8 to £10 million (for
land purchases and a concert hall) to
subsidise this development. This represents
every spare bit of capital the City is likely
to possess for the next 3 to 4 years.

The evidence that the shop plan is grossly
speculative is overwhelming. The previous
developer paid £3 million compensation
rather than take the risk of proceeding,
The economic justification produced at that
time has been falsified at every main point.
No new economic or financial appraisal has
been produced, in spite of many requests
from us. Two major shop closures have just
been announced in the City. And the most
damaging evidence - it has just been revealed
that the developers negotiating with the
Council for over a year have not been able
to raise the necessary investment funds.

The truth is that these absurd economic
priorities in Cardiff have been all too
typical of the misuse of capital investment
in the British economy as a whole and are a
major contribution to the general economic
crisis.

We had little more than one week to react to
this latest scheme between the Council and
the developer. The Council have arranged -
to a fine art - the knack of speeding
decisions through the shortest possible
council procedure with information locked in
complex and confidential documents.

We have few resources. In that week we

Bob Dumbleton protesting outside City Hall
when the Council rushed through its con-
tract with Ravenseft. Ravenseft later
withdrew when it relaised the scheme was
not sufficiently profitable. Now, once

more, the Council is rushing headlong
into a contract with no public consult-
ation.

produced leaflets, letters and press releases.
We also believed that in the face of such
damaging decisions by the Council and
developer we were justified in risking some
attempt at direct communication with paint
brushes.

We manifestly intended to damage nothing.
We believed, and still believe, that what
we did was not damaging either by intent or
by recklessness. We took care not to use
aerosol sprays which damage the environment.
We took care not to daub facades of
buildings which would spoil their looks. I
don't know how far laws stretch, but it is
stretching the English language to describe
our actions as criminally damaging.

Finally, in the next few years many more
people will be gripped in the misery of the
housing crisis. It is bad now and it will
get worse. I am glad to go on public record
now, even at some risk to my name and
reputation, in absolute opposition to
policies and decisions which, if I may borrow
a phrase, are criminally damaging to very
many people.
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WROARETRE
REAL

SCROUNGERS
£1 ,300 million lost through gaping loopholes
in the death duty laws

£500 million lost through self-employed people
wrongly underestimating their income

£134 million CURRENTLY missing through VAT
evasion - estimated annual loss £103 million

£20 million taxes "unrecoverable" - e.g.
£9 million of this lost through taxpayers
leaving the country without settliillgtheir
tax bills

£19'6 million sought by the Inland Revenue
from companies wrongly underestimating their
profits
(This doesn't include the latest company tax
dodge - making fake loans and then claiming
tax relief on the nonexistent interest charges
- which probably accounts for £100 million)

£2'1 million lost through all forms of Social
Security fraud - Unemployment, Sickness,
Maternity and Widows' Benefits, Retirement
Pensions, Industrial Injury and Supplementary
Benefits

(sources: Sunday Times Business News, Inland
Revenue Staff Federation, Hansard, Financial
Times, Child Poverty Action Group)

COUNTERING
THE LIES

Following a packed public meeting in
Pontypridd earlier this year, at which a
resolution was passed calling for activity
to counter the malicious lies which circulate
slandering people on Welfare Benefits, a new
organisation recently held its inaugural
meeting in the AUEW Building, Pontypridd.
Calling itself the Camp~ign Against the
Attack on Benefits, the group has pledged
itself to publicise as widely as possible
the other side of the coin frOID the
scurrilous rubbish which attempts to smear
all recipients of state benefits, whether
unemployed, single parents or pensioners,
as fiddlers and scroungers.
The Campaign will offer speakers and films
on the subject to Trade Union branches,
political parties, pensioners halls and
other organisations and hopes to be able to
show the public that far from beins scroun-
gers, many thousands of those eli~ihle for
benefits never receive anything, while
thousands of millions of pounds a~e lost
through tax evasion by the wealthy.
A spokesperson said that "much of the
pioneering work for the right to a decent
income was done in the Welsh Valleyg, and
it is disgraceful that elderly peopl~ and
the unemployed are now being made to feel
guilty about receiving their rights."

Contact: C.A.A.B., c/o Merthyr Rights Shop,
30 Victoria Street, Merthyr Tydfil, Mid
Glamorgan. Tel.: Merthyr Tydfil 6357.

••
The following estimates were sent to all the
national newspapers by the Child Poverty
Action Group:

550,000 pensioners eligible for Supplementa;,y
Benefit DO NOT CLAIM

360,000 families eligible for Supplementary
Benefit DO NOT CLAIM

65 - 70% of unfurnished tenants eligible for
Rent Allowances DO NOT CLAIM

80% of furnished tenants eligible for Rent
Allowances DO NOT CLAIM

This is to say nothing of the breadline level
of most benefits, and the humiliating
conditions attached to them. In fact, what
Lurks behind the headline hysteria is the old
lie: if you're not working, you're shirking.
It insults the 1} million workers who are
jobless because the Labour government has
capitulated to the demands of financiers and
industrialists for massive welfare cuts and
mass unemployment. And the final insult: this
is how they have been able to find £3,400
million for British industrialists _ to
restore their falling profits!
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Supplementary Benefits
what you get

Working out your requirements:
1. The scale rates
The scale rates which are laid down by Parliament are intended to
cover all normal day-to-day living expenses.

Ordinary Long-term Weekly
weekly weekly rate
rate rate (over 80)

For a married couple £20.65 £24.85 £25.10
For a singlehouseholder £12.70 £15.70 £15.95
For any other person:
• aged 18 or over £10.15 £12.60 £12.85
• aged 16 to 17 £ 7.80
For a dependent child:

• aged 13 to 15 £ 6.50
• aged 11 to 12 £ 5.35
• aged 5 to 10 £ 4.35
• aged under 5. £ 3.60

For blind people:
• married couple (one blind) £21.90 £26.10 £26.35
• married couple (both blind) £22.70 £26.90 £27.15
• single person (18 or over) £13.95 £16.95 £17.20
• single person (16 or 17) £ 8.70

If you are under retirement age and have received supplementary benefit for
less than 2 years, or you have to register for work, the rates in first column
apply. Ifyou are over retirement age, or have received supplementary benefit
for 2 years without having to sign on for work, the long-term rates in second
coiumnapply. Uyou or your wife is over 80 the rates in third column apply.
If you get an attendance allowance, the amount will be added to your
requirements.

2. "Rent"
If you are a tenant, the amount allowed for rent will be based on
the rent you actually pay. This will include rates'but not payment
for such things as heating and lighting as these are covered by the
scale-rates (see page 4).
If you own your own home, the amount allowed for "rent" is the
amount needed to pay your rates, mortgage interest (but not
capital repayments) and ground rent-or, in Scotland, feu duty-
plus an allowance for repairs and insurance.

The full amount of your "rent" will not be added if:

• you are sub-letting
• you have someone in your household who is not dependent on

you (e.g. an adult son) and who will usually be expected to
meet his reasonable share of the "rent".

• you have a rate rebate or a rent rebate or allowance from the
local council

• your "rent" is considered to be unreasonably high.
If you are living in someone else's household (eg, with relatives),
a standard amount of £1.20 a week will be added for your rent.

Working out your income
Your own income and that of your wife and any other dependants
are counted together. Family income supplement, child benefit
(or until April 1977 family allowances and child interim benefit),
retirement and widow's pension and most other Social Security
benefits count in full, as do maintenance payments (for example,
Court orders). But other kinds of income may be ignored or only
part of them taken into account against your requirements.
If you have part-time earnings the first £4 a week (or if you are
required to sign on for work, the first £2) does not count. The
first £4 of any earnings your wife may have is also ignored.
Allowances are also made for expenses connected with work,
such as fares, national insurance contributions and child minding
expenses.
If you have an occupational pension or a weekly payment under
a redundancy scheme the first £1 a week of the total does not
count.

If you have any other income (such as disablement pension or a
payment from a charitable fund) the first £4 a week of the total
amount does not count.

The total amount which can be ignored on all income other than
earnings is limited to £4.

If you have any savings or other capital: The word "capital" is
used to cover any savings (such as money in a savings bank or
building society) or house property you have. But if you own the
house you live in its value does not count as part of your income.
The actual income from your capital (such as interest paid by a
bank or building society) is ignored and, instead, a weekly income
is assumed. The assumed income is counted against your re-
quirements.lfyou or your wife and dependants between you have
capital of less than £1250, it is completely ignored, together with
any income it produces: If your capital amounts to £1250 or
more a weekly income of 25p is assumed for every complete £50
over £1200.

••
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At first it was almost a holiday. A time to
spend contemplating the ceiling and making
plans _ which would land with a bump on the
interview-room floor and be ground into the
linoleum like a dogend under one's polished
boot until they are no more than a brown
stain.
Youngsters fresh from school, fighting the
bureaucracy of the D.H.S.S., delighted when
the first giro arrives, are now "old hands"
on the dole at 17. Older men, dreams
shattered, unable to get a job for months
or even years, sit with chins nailed to
chests in a silent apathy, faces reflecting
an unhealthy diet. Others with muddy
complexions revealing their escape via heavy
drinking. The seating is sparse and the
queue meanders around the noticably dull
grey walls. Little or no reading material
is provided to while away at least a few of
the long hours. One senses the atmosphere
of dejection. Suddenly an old lady at the
front of the queue snaps and becomes
hysterical, shouting abuse at the glass
panel in a vain attempt to extract some-
thing from the overworked clerks. The larking
children of unmarried mothers awaiting their
turn to try stand in amazed silence. The
cigar-smoking, suntanned tourists recently
back from the Costa del Sol are noticeably
absent. One's greatest fear is that the giro
will not arrive, or be the wrong amount, and
one will be forced to return to that wretched
room.
There is also the erosion of self-respect,
the discipline imposed by work is soon lost,
one cannot afford to get up and one might as
well stay in bed and have a cheap day.
£12.50 what's that! the younger unemployed
are not even· eligible for that pathetic
amount and are lucky if they receive £6.50.
Cinema, books, a drink, theatre, in fact
entertainment is out. You are grateful when
your mates buy you the odd drink, it's when
somebody you don't know starts buying rounds
and you know you can't afford one. Soon your
shoes and clothes begin to wear out and are
not replaced. You cannot look smart for
interviews, which soon become a farce. You
learn not to build up your hopes and you
learn to try not to be disappointed.
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SOLD OUT
AGAIN

The contract being prepared. in connection
with the £20 million shopping centre develop-
ment in the centre of Cardiff must rank as
one of the biggest coups ever ~chieved by the
property developers in the squalid history of
the post-war property boom. In the last
year the developers have scored several not-
able negotiating successes over the ratepayers
but even our cynical expectations have been
dumbfounded by.the financial terms the Heron
Corporation has negotiated with the City
Council.

The objections to the scheme are summed up
in a statement by Cardiff Housing Action who,
along with the People.'s Paper,have consist-
ently opposed the plans to redevelop the
City centre.

tt Why is the Council putting £8 to £10
million of public money into property
speculation at a time of record un-
employment, homelessness and savage
cuts in social services ?

tt Where is the evidence that Cardiff
needs an additional 500,000 sq. ft.
of central area shops ?

tt Where is the evidence that the proposed
new shopping centre is commercially vi-
able at a time when stores such as Sec-
combes and Gaba have been forced to close?

,
•

These basic doubts were massively reinforced
by the fact that councillors were given only
six days to go through the complexities of
the scheme before taking a decision.

The ratepayers have been betrayed in three
distinct ways and the figures have been
presented in such a misleading way that
Cardiff Housing Action has approached the
District Auditor to see if it is within
his powers to investigate the terms and the
way in which they have been presented.

According to Mr. John Eyles, the City Valuer,
the financial return to the City is some 7%
of its capital to be invested in acquiring

the outstanding land. Mr. Eyles conveniently
forgets that the Council has already invested
£1 ·4 million in land acquisition and that the
current value of that land is now £2'9 million.
So on the basis of the total investment at
current value, the return is, in fact, less
than 4%. In other words, an extremely poor
investment for the ratepayers.

On top of the rate costs already incurred by
the scheme, the Council has to raise another
£2·8 million, at least. This represents a
very heavy burden even when spread over
several years but even this is not the total
cost. The contract obliges the City Council
to provide 700 temporary and, in conjunction
with South Glamorgan County Council, 2,000

111
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permanent car parking spaces (this latter
figure is negotiable with the County Council).

How will these parking spaces be paid for ?
Even the City Valuer only estimates the
council's return to be £200,000 a year after
1982 and of this £170,000 is needed for loan
charges.

The City's return of less than 4% must be
compared with the return the Heron Corp-
oration will get. This amounts to 2i% -
only a fraction less but Heron neither in-
vests its own money nor provides any land.
The ratepayers provide a key commercial site
and £10 million in cash and Heron makes a
profit purely in return for negotiating
between the council, the investors and the
contractors. Furthermore, if there is
any income over and above the agreed shares,
the City will only get 20% of it. Even
the previous Ravenseft scheme allowed the
City 50% and, indeed, this is the usual
arrangement in such partnerships. Why
then is Cardiff to lose heavily in this
way too ?

One reason that the City comes off so badly
from this deal is that the major stores in
the shopping development have won for them-
selves incredible rental agreements. Deb-

enhams, for example, will make a down pay-
ment of £525,000 for their 150,000 sq. ft.
of floor space and then pay no rent for
the next 999 years. For about £500 a year
they have won the right to opt out of any
clause to charge them an inflation-
related rent.

The City Council is committed irrevocably to
the compulsory purchases neceassary to the
scheme and thus, to the spending of millions
of pounds. Heron, on the other hand, have
put off signing tme contract until the end
of March. During this time they want to
negotiate some crucial amendments and
possibly complete a deal for another office
block elsewhere in the City. Their most
revealing request, however, is to delay the
start of building in the City centre until
1981. Clearly they can see that economic
conditions do not justify such a develop-
ment. They want the best possible terms
from the Council, which amounts to a sub-
sidy from the ratepayers, and the option of
hanging on to the site until a better
economic climate arrives. Even if Heron
does not sign the contract it will not be
the loser as their negotiations have al-
ready landed them two large office block
developments in the City.

CARDIFF FOR THE PEOPLE
NOT THE PROFITEERS

Edward Street
Let's take a look at Edward Street.
We can learn a lot about the way our
city works.

Start with the contrasts:

- The lousy housing side by stde with
the prestige office block.

- Back to back with Edward Street are
the solicitors and estate agents in
Churchill Way - the professionals
at making a decent living out oC
other peoples property.

- The old lady in Edward Street who
has not got a sink - it's not a very
cheering prospect for a person of
over 70 living on her own, risking
the steep step through the winter to
empty her bucket. Britain in
1969 !

What 1s special about Edward Street?
After all, all over Cardtff people are
struggling to keep up nice hOJ'Q,estn old,

and damp houses, ofte~ without bathrooms
or indoor lavatories. Edward Street 1s
the last of the central commlmities.
Cardiff's policy has for years been to
clear them out to the cOWlCll estates on
the outskirts, because of course central
land is very va~u3ble to property boys and
commercial developers - its more profit-
able to ~t 9p offtces, shops or motor, '
showroomS";

This is what we said in 1969.
Since then, the fate of the
only residential street left
in the City centre has hung
in the balance. The Land
Authority for Wales has now
recommended that the City
Council buys the land and
hands it over to a property
developer. Despite the fact
that there is already some
)00,000 sq. ft. of unused
office space in Cardiff,
Edward Street, if the Coun-
cil has its way, will be
converted into another
400,000 sq. ft. of offices.
The residents have fought a
long campaign to save their
homes but their request to
be made a housing action
area was turned down. They
still believe they have a
right to be rehoused in or
near the area and have made
this dem~nd of the Land
Authority.
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Remember how your friendly Area Health
~uthority promised to make a decision in
January - so we'd all know whether the day
abortion clinic at the Heath will ever be
put to its proper use?

Well, surprise, surprise, the January meeting
came and went, and they're no nearer deciding.
In fact, in the previous six months they
hadn't even managed to produce a report to
satisfy themselves that anything is wrong
with the present abortion facilities here -
so they've put the matter off indefinitely
again while they consider the weighty matter
of counselling; or maybe just till they can
say they can't afford to use the clinic,
since they graciously informed us that the
matter was, of course, all one with others
in the queue for any money around.

TAKEOVER
BY BPAS

POSSIBLE
The British Pregnancy Advisory Service (BPAS
which has had a branch in Cardiff for some
months now, is negotiating with the A.H.A.
to use the Heath clinic (providing their own
staff) as agents under the N.H.S. If this
were to happen, Cardiff women would not only
have a better chance of getting an abortion
on the N.H.S. when they need and are en-
titled to one, but would also have the ad-
vantage of sympathetic medical staff
something that seems unlikely at the Heath
itself at present.

However, the A.H.A. are thinking no faster
about this possibility than about the other,
so the BPAS have alternative plans to'set
up their own clinic in Cardiff, as soon as
they can afford it, if they have still got
nowhere. This will at least save women
forced into the charitable sector from
having to spend more money and time travel-
ling to clinics in England (often as far
away as Brighton).

In any case, BPAS hope in a few months to
have a counsellor and a doctor working for

them in Cardiff - at present they are only
open for advice and pregnancy tests, and
":omenmust travel to Birmingham for counsel-
ling if they need an abortion.

BPAS (Cardiff) are at 4 High Street Arcade
(Tel.: 372389). They are open from 9 - 5,
Mondays to Fridays, and 9 - 1 on Saturdays.
Call in or ring at any time for advice. You
should ring for an appointment for a preg-
nancy test, but will be tested while you
wait. The service is completely confidential
your doctor will not be contacted.

CARDIFF
ABORTION
CAMPAIGN

The Cardiff Abortion Campaign has now
affiliated to the National Abortion Campaign
They have the support of a number of local
Trade Union bodies as well as committed
individuals, and are having a delegate meet-
ing with the A.H.A. to press for the Heath
clinic to be put to full use, as well as
campaigning on national abortion issues.

There can never be a satisfactory abortion
service until there is abortion on demand
on the N.H.S. In particular, the present
insistence on counselling, an insult to
women, is both being used by the A.H.A. as
an excuse to hold up using the Heath clinic,
and is one unnecessary reason why Cardiff
women must at present travel round England
if they are refused an N.H.S. abortion.
Women must have the full right to make
dec~sions affecting their lives.
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THREAT TO
NURSERY

((

The Tax Office at Llanishen has for a long
while boasted the only day-nursery in Cardiff
run by an employer. Now that they have less
difficulty getting staff, however, and using
as an excuse the public spending cuts, the
nursery has for some months been threatened
with closure. The local branch of the Inland
Revenue Staff Federation has been attempting
to stop the closure - through official
channels - by suggesting ways of economising
on the present costs. The National Staff Side
have also been making protesting noises.
However, having been informed by the Civil
Service Department that nurseries are "desir-
able, but not essential" for the Civil Ser-
vice, the I.R.S.F. are now resignedly saying
that they "have lost the battle" to retain
the nursery!

This is surely a very defeatist attitude when
the nursery has not yet actually closed _
what is stopping the nursery workers and
users from more actively opposing the closure?
Having nurseries tied to places of employment
is hardly ideal anyway - why not campaign
to open this one to local people rather than
let its excellent facilities be wasted?

The Lord Privy Seal (oink) has told the Staff
Side that "the development of less costly
forms of day care should be pursued". This
apparently means that parents should find
childminders, who will then be graciously
allowed to come up and play together in what
used to be the nursery. Better than nothing
maybe, but where do they think they will
suddenly find the childminders? No - the
nursery must stay.

C)t\MN - NO
al.4SE"s •.

IS D~pJING
B()NKERS!
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TERRORISED
TGWU

In our last issue we announced that a play
and meeting of the Campaign to repeal the
Prevention of Terrorism Act would take place
in Transport House. However, a mere ten days
before the meeting was to take place, the
Transport and General Workers' Union offic-
ials suddenly decided that, since the Troops
Out Movement were involved (with others) in
organising the meeting, they could not
possible associate with it - and they refused
the use of their hall, although publicity
naming it had already gone out. This cowardly
behaviour is all the more appalling in view
of the fact that the union, at national level,
says it opposes the P.T.A.

We are glad to say that another venue was
found, and the play was greatly enjoyed and
followed by a lively discussion. However, the
Campaign is in debt as a result of this
meeting.

The success of the Act in intimidating people
from even associating with, much less taking
any action on Ireland may be judged from the
T.G.W.U. 's reaction.

Innocent people are still being arrested and
held for days under the Act - no charges
need ever be brought. The most recent Home
Office figures show that of 2,251 people who
have been detained under the Act, only TEN
have been charged with offences under it, and
only 95 others with any other offence (often
quite unrelated). Fight to repeal the Act!

Contact: Steve Bell, 11 Pen-y-wain Place,
Roath.



•

Some of you may think Dumfries Place looked
nicer as it was before. The local planners
decided a dual carriageway would be better
so that cars could get into the City centre
more easily.

M. O. D.
NO HELP

TO CARDIFF
Plans to move 5,000 Ministry of Defence jobs
to St.Mellons (see last issue) are still
likely to go ahead despite the massive cuts
in Cardiff's housing programme. Local
trades unionists, who are being urged to
support the move should think very carefully
about the implications of the dispersal plan.

• 4,000 of the 5,000 jobs will be direct
transfers from London.

• The remaining 1 ,000 could well be taken
up by dependants of these workers.

• Cardiff Council has offerred unlimited
mortgage facilities and an adequate
supply of housing to these families.

Clearly, the move will do nothing to allev-
iate local unemployment and will, if it
takes place, condemn the thousands of local
people on the housing waiting list to many
more years of misery.

Furthermore, the civil servants in question
don't want to come to Cardiff and are fight-
ing the plan through their unions. Cardiff
City Council is trying to seduce them with
rash promises that can only be kept at the
expense of Cardiff people.

Spanish Solidarity
An all Wales conference organised by the
Spanish Solidarity Committee is to be held
on 2nd Aprl1 at 2 p.m. at Transport House,
Charles Street, Cardiff. Further details
from Cardiff Spanish Solidarity Committee,
c/o One 0 Eight Bookshop, 108 Salisbury
Road, Cardiff.

Apologies for the long delay between issues
and for the difficulty you may be having in
getting your People's Paper. Both are due
to the fact that there are still too few of
us working on the Paper. Remember it's all
done in our spare time and with a limited
amount of money.

HOW YOU CAN HELP

• Come door to door selling with us. Meet
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 7 p.m. at 182,
Broadway, Adamsdown.

• Take a few copies to sell to your friends,
neighbours, workmates, etc.

• Persuade your local newsagent to stock
the Paper.

• Keep us informed of news, events etc. in
your neighbourhood, or send us articles.

• Come and join us at layout - it's not as
hard as you might think.

• To guarantee re9ular delivery, take out
a subscription (see page 11).

Cut Price Electricity
IF YOU ARE A HOUSEHOLDER ON SUPPLEMENTARY
BENEFIT OR FAMILY INCOME SUPPLEMENT YOU CAN
GET A 25% DISCOUNT ON ELECTRICITY BILLS FOR
THE QUARTER ENDING BETWEEN FEBRUARY AND
APRIL 1977. TAKE THE BILL AND PROOF THAT
YOU RECEIVE S.B. OR F.I.S. TO THE POST OFF-
ICE, WHERE YOU WILL BE GIVEN A VOUCHER TO
SEND WITH THE REMAINING MONEY TO THE ELECT_
RICITY BOARD. IF YOU HAVE A COIN IN THE
SLOT METER YOU WILL GET A RECEIPT WHEN IT
IS EMPTIED. TAKE IT TO THE POST OFFICE
WITH PROOF THAT YOU RECEIVE S.B. OR F.I.S.
AND YOU WILL BE PAID, IN CASH, 25% OF THE
AMOUNT SHOWN.

\

Jobs Vacant
Cardiff Student Community Action requires a
field worker/organiser commencing July 1977
for a two year period, to co-ordinate students
in community action projects, help develop
new projects and be accountable for the
running of an active radical organisation.
Salary £2100-£2600 negotiable. Application
forms from SCA, Joint Students' Union, Park
Place, Cardiff (Tel. Cardiff 45454). Closing
date for applications 31st March.

Actor wanted to join Swansea-based community
and schools theatre company in April. For
further details or to apply, please write:
Open Cast Theatre, 11 St. Helen's Road,
Swansea.

Don't Forget the
}lisco

every MON at the
MONTMERENCE

10pm 'til
Charles St

2am
~DMISSION 30p. PROCEEDS TO CARDIFF PEOPLE'S
PAPER AND CARDIFF COMMUNITY CONCERN.
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ONE 0 EIGHT Community book-
shop. Books and pamphlets on
socialism, anarchism, femin-
ism, the counter-culture etc.
Also rights information. 108
Salisbury Rd. Tel. 28908.

SOUTH RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY AND
DEVELOPMENT CENTRE Advice
9 a.m.-3 p.m. weekdays. Legal
advice 7-8.30 p.m. every Tues-
day. BruneI St. Tel. 23310.

SPLOTT COMMUNITY AND ADVICE
MIS KIN STREET BOOKSHOP Books SHOP 23 Carlisle St. Tel.
on mysticism, cookery, farm- 373618.
ing, poetry etc. 19 Miskin
St. Tel. 23516.

SlOP Y TRIBAN Bookshop spe-
cialising in Welsh books (in
Welsh and English). \;yndham
Arcade. Tel. 30042.

CHAPTER ARTS CENTRE Drama,
films, music etc. Also facil-
ities for local arts groups.
Market Rd. ,Canton.Tel.25776.

LLANOVER HALL Centre for the
arts with emphasis on creat-
ion/participation. Romilly
Rd., Canton. Tel. 42022.

CARDIFF COMMUNITY CONCERN
Information and civil rights
for young people. 58 Charles
St. Tel. 31700.

VOLUNTARY COMMUNITY SERVICE
Clearing house for voluntary
work, especially by young
people. 90 St. Mary St.
Tel. 36054.

Please contact us if you would
like your group included.

CAMPAIGN FOR HOMOSEXUAL
EQUALITY Campaigns for equal-
ity; provides social contacts
etc. c/o 2 Palace Rd., Llandaff.

FRIEND Counselling and befrie-
nding for gay and bisexual
people. c/o 7 St. Mary St.
Tel. 395123 (Tues. 8-10 p.m.)

CHILD POVERTY ACTION GROUP Con_CARDIFF ABORTION CAMPAIGN c/o
tact Shirley Parry, 53 Wyndham 108 Salisbury Rd. Tel. 28908.
Crescent, Canton. Tel. 44514.

CARDIFF HOUSING ACTION Cam-
paigns for radical changes in
housing policy in Cardiff.
c/o 35 Deri Rd. Tel. 43268.

STUDENT COMMUNITY ACTION
c/o Students' Union, Park
Place. Tel. 45454.

GYPSY SUPPORT GROUP c/o SCA,
Students' Union, Park Place.
Tel. 45454.

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH Concerned
with the practical aspects of
conservation. Meets Sundays, 3
p.m. at 2 Manor St., and Tues-
days, 9 p.m. in The Buccaneer.

CARDIFF WOMEN'S ACTION GROUP
Meets Mondays, 7.30 p.m. at
Friends' Meeting House, Char-
les St. Contact c/o 108 Salis-
bury Rd. Tel. 28908.

ADAMSDOWN COMMUNITY AND ADVICE
CENTRE Offers a comprehensive CARDIFF WOMEN'S AID Runs ref-
service to the people of uges for battered women and
Adamsdown. 103/4 Clifton St. their children. Contact at 2
Tel. 498117. Coburn St., Cathays. Tel.

23024.

SPANISH SOLIDARITY COMMITTEE
Meets every Thursday, 7.30 p.m.
at Students' union, Park Place.
Contact c/o 108 Salisbury Rd.

ANTI-APARTHEID GROUP Contact
Jill Wells, 33 Beechwood
Drive, Penarth.

CAMPAIGN AGAINST A CRIMINAL
TRESPASS LAW Contact Maggie
Christie c/o 108 Salisbury Rd.

CARDIFF ADULT LITERACY SCHEME
Severn Rd., Canton. Tel. 373737.

THE \,THOLEFOOD SHOP 1a Fit z-
roy St., Cathays. Tel. 395388.

CAMPAIGN FOR REAL ALE
Gordon Saunders, tel.

Contact
498120.

FINGERPRINTS Silkscreen and
offset litho printing. Cheap
rates. 56 Mackintosh Place,
Roath. Tel. 22582.

G\;ASG SEREN Offset litho
printing, electro-stencils and
duplicating. Cheap rates. 155
Cathays Terrace. Tel. 371075.

IN THE COMFORT
OFYOUR
OWN
HOME

Yes folks, take advantage
of this offer right now!
Forget the queues at the
ne~sagen~s. the dreary

trips and disappointlng journeys and SUB-
SCRIBE! The rates are: £1 for 6 issues &
£2 for 12 issues.

TO CARDIFF PEOPLE'S PAPER
56 Mackintosh Place, Roath, Cardiff

I enclose £ for ....issues, starting
\dth No .

Name. _. .._'"

Addre ss ._._ __. ._..__ _ .

Beall! lllli ,,,,d II-dill. 1'(,1' (·llIldn·n (d' par(,TlT", home
<>1' "niN·. 'I'll!' IfOI.LOlL\ Y BOOK-H EST and
I)J(,TIO~.\I{Y JlOLI)f';1{ ""llihill", a jJ()"k-n·,t.
) Ij,-I i""an' 11,,1011-1'_ La",,, :-;,and alld Table. SA \' ES
YOUR ('HILIH{t:~ FRO.)! TilE (J:'\(;t{.-\Ct~"
l-TL A~I> (;~Ut:.\LTHF('J" HABIT OJ<'
l~E~nJ~GFOI{\L\I{J) "'HE~ HF.\J)I~G
OIt STVDYI:-'G_
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COUNCIL ATTACKS
B&B FAMILIES

Despite all previous promises South Glamorgan's Labour leaders continue to wage war on the
homel~ss families for which their Social Services Department had accepted responsibility.
"We will not split families", said Council leader Jack Brooks a short while ago but within
weeks this is precisely what he and his fellow councillors were trying to do and would
have done, had Shelter, the National Campaign for the Homeless, not stepped in. Presumably
Brooks and company are bowing to pressures from the likes of Lady Mary Hallinan, Stan James
,and other Tories on the Council. Indeed, if James had his way, the penalty for being home-
<less would be "a kick up the backside," but
that's probably fairly mild compared with
what some people might like to do to him.
If he doesn't think homelessness is a
"genuine hardship" perhaps he'd like to try
it some time!

Admittedly, South Glamorgan's bill for keep-
ing homeless families in bed and breakfast
is high - £150,000 in the 1976/77 financial
year. Homelessness should not, however,
be the responsibility of the Social Services
Department; indeed, three years ago a Govern-
ment circular recommended tha.thousin?,
authorities (locally the City Council) should
take on this responsibility but the only
local change is that the Housing Department
has taken over Green Farm Hostel. It is,
however, ironic that the Sooial Services
should start kicking people out precisely
at the time that a Bill is going through
making it compulsory for Housing Departments
to accept their responsibilitie~ for the
homeless. Not that this will solve the
problem; as a result of the criminally
wasteful and destructive policies pUrsued
for years Cardiff's Housing Department can't
even cope with the responsibilities it does
have!

A recent report by Cardiff Friends of the
Earth claims there are over 700 empty houses
in the City now. Many of th§se have been
rendered uninhabitable by the Council and
are due for demolition but there are surely
enough for all those families currently in
bed and breakfast. If not tUere are plenty
of empty office blocks waiting to be occupied.

This issue produced by:
Alex Bird, Maggie Christie, Keith Hudson
and Paul Sawyer.

Published by Cardiff People's Paper,
56 Mackintosh Place, Cardiff.
Telephone: Ca~diff 22582

Printed by Cleglen Publishing Ltd. ,
134 Ninian Park Road, Cardiff

what ~heltet
~aid about

. gteenfatm

A young IDother who was sharing a room with
another family at Green Farm described what
the hostel was like for herself and her two
children, aged 2} years and six months: .

..Green Farm is four miles outside Cardiff
and houses approximately ten families. Car-
diff Council refused permission for Shelter
to visit the hostel but we were able to dis-
cover some details about its conditions.

'I have been on the housing list for three
years but have not been reconsidered for
rehousing. I have been told my situation
is not urgent. But I am in desperate need
of a home. My children are not getting the
things they need up here. I have not got
enough money to clothe them or myself and
find that I must get out of here very soon.
I cannot afford to live up here on the
money I am being allowed. My son aged
two has to have such things as rubbers and
cream b ~ause he is back in nappies. He
was almost clean when I came to the hostel
but now he is like a baby again. His
health is not very good and the one time
he is happy is when my sister-in-law has
him over to her house. He gets very up-
set when we return to the hostel and I don't
think it is doing his health any good.'

The hostel charges £12.25 a week for each
adult and between £3.60 and £5.35 a week
for each child depending on its age; the
oharge includes meals. No husbands or
male children over eight years old are
allowed to stay at the hostel. Visitors
are not allowed and residents must seek
permission to go out. The hostel is
mainly used for what the Council sees as
"undeserving" families such as people with
re~t arrears, which further confirms its
wprl410use image."

Frqm "Hostel for a Home", a Shelter report
on hostel~ for homeless families. Avail-
able from One 0 Eight Bookshop, 108
Salisbury Road. Price 60p.
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